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DESCRIPTION
Dentine, a vital component of our teeth, plays a crucial role in 
maintaining the structural integrity and functionality of the 
human dentition. Situated beneath the enamel, dentine forms 
the bulk of the tooth and serves as a protective layer for the 
delicate pulp tissue. This remarkable tissue, though often 
overshadowed by the more visible enamel, is a dynamic 
substance that deserves attention for its unique properties and 
contributions to oral health.

Composition and structure

Dentine is a mineralized tissue consisting mainly of 
hydroxyapatite crystals, organic matrix, and water. 
Hydroxyapatite, a crystalline structure made up of calcium and 
phosphate, gives dentine its hardness. The organic matrix, 
primarily composed of collagen fibers, provides flexibility and 
resilience. The intricate arrangement of these components 
results in a structure that is both durable and flexible, enabling 
dentine to withstand the forces of chewing and other mechanical 
stresses.

Function

The primary function of dentine is to support and protect the 
pulp, which contains nerves and blood vessels. Unlike enamel, 
which is acellular and cannot regenerate, dentine has the ability 
to form reparative dentin in response to external stimuli such as 
caries, trauma, or wear. This process involves the activation of 
odontoblasts, specialized cells within the pulp, which produce 
additional dentine to shield the pulp from harm. The dynamic 
nature of dentine highlights its role in maintaining tooth vitality 
and protecting the innermost dental tissues.

Sensitivity

One of the notable characteristics of dentine is its sensitivity to 
external stimuli such as temperature, pressure, and chemical 
substances. The dentinal tubules, microscopic channels that

traverse the dentine from the pulp to the outer surface, are 
responsible for transmitting these stimuli to the nerves within 
the pulp. When the protective enamel layer is compromised, 
whether due to tooth decay or enamel erosion, the dentin 
becomes more susceptible to external influences, leading to 
increased sensitivity. Understanding dentine sensitivity is crucial 
for developing effective strategies to manage and alleviate this 
common dental concern.

Dentine and dental procedures

Dentine plays a central role in various dental procedures, 
including restorative and endodontic treatments. In restorative 
dentistry, dentine is prepared and shaped to receive dental 
fillings or crowns, providing strength and support to the restored 
tooth. In endodontics, dentine is accessed during root canal 
therapy, where the pulp is removed, and the canal space is 
cleaned, shaped, and sealed to preserve the tooth. The ability to 
work with dentine effectively is essential for dental professionals 
to ensure successful outcomes in these procedures.

Dentine on dental tissues

Preserving the health of dentine is integral to overall oral well-
being. Practicing good oral hygiene, including regular brushing, 
flossing, and dental check-ups, helps prevent conditions that can 
compromise dentine, such as dental caries and gum disease. 
Additionally, minimizing exposure to acidic foods and beverages, 
which can contribute to enamel erosion and dentine sensitivity, 
is essential for maintaining optimal dental health.

While enamel often takes the spotlight for its role in creating the 
outer layer of teeth, dentine forms the robust foundation of 
dental anatomy. Its dynamic nature, sensitivity, and reparative 
abilities underscore its importance in ensuring the longevity and 
functionality of teeth. Dentine is the main supporting structure 
of the tooth and is the second hardest tissue in the body after 
enamel. By understanding the nature of dentine can appreciate 
the intricate balance of dental tissues and work towards 
preserving oral health for a lifetime.
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